MTA+

Material for filling and rebuilding of root canals
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BEFORE USE PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY
PRODUCT FOR DENTAL USE ONLY
COMPOSITION:
Calcium hydroxide and silicon, iron, aluminium, sodium, potassium, bismuth, magnesium oxides, calcium phosphate.
INTENDED USE
Device is intended for use during dental treatment as material for filling and remineralisation of root canals.
When mixed with water it sets in 6-10 minutes.
MTA+ is especially for use in the following cases
- demineralization of lesions of the root canal,
- reverse filling of the apex of the root,
- direct pulp capping,
- pulp amputation,
- in the treatment of teeth with incomplete root development.
Product has remineralising effect on the hard tissues of tooth, securely seals the root canal.
MTA+ should not be used as a separate or final root canal filling.
INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
Place on the mixing plate the content of MTA+ powder from the glass vial. Add 1-2 drops of MTA+ liquid using the pipette.
Mix them within 30 sec until consistency of the wet sand is achieved. If the consistency of the mixture is too dense
or crumbly then add another drop of the liquid (or distilled water).
Insert the preparation into selected field by means of the amalgam carrier.
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Use the preparation only when sharp symptoms are gone as the acid pH interferes with the setting process of MTA+ .
MTA+ powder is a dose for single use. When mixed to MTA+ liquid (or distilled water), it should be used within 10 minutes.
After that time the product is not suitable for use due to the progressive setting process and hardening of the mixture.
Use the package of MTA+ liquid within one year after first opening.

WARNING
Do not use the product on patients who are hypersensitive to the product’s components.
CAUTION
Product may cause eye damage. It is irritating to mucous membrane, skin and eyes.
In case of contact rinse immediately with plenty of water and seek medical advice.
In case of consumption do not regurgitate or induce vomiting. Drink plenty of water and seek medical advice.
During the treatment it is recommended that rubber-dam, single-use gloves and protective eye-glasses are used.
STORAGE
Store in original packaging at a temperature below 25 °C. Protect from moisture.
Store out of reach of children.
Expiry date is placed on the main container.
HANDLING THE PRODUCT CONTAINER
Empty containers should be disposed of responsibly.
AVAILABLE CONTAINERS
- MTA+ MINI - 3 pieces of powder MTA+ powder (0,14 g) + 1 piece of liquid MTA+ liquid (1ml)
- MTA+ STANDARD - 6 pieces of powder MTA+ powder (0,14 g) + 1 piece of liquid MTA+ liquid (1ml)
- MTA+ MAXI - 10 pieces of powder MTA+ powder (0,14 g) + 1 piece of liquid MTA+ liquid (1ml)
- MTA+ PRO - 10 pieces of powder MTA+ powder (0,14 g) + 1 piece of liquid MTA+ liquid (1ml) + MATRIX MTA+

WARNING. READ ENCLOSED INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY
25°C

MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE TEMPERATURE UP TO 25°C

PROTECT FROM MOISTURE

DO NOT RE-USE
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